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Solar power has long been a renewable energy resource that utilities, commercial
enterprises, and residential homeowners have considered as an alternative to
traditional electric power. The sun’s rays and the inherent power they provide
are essentially “free,” so the allure of taking advantage of this endless, renewable
resource is an easy option to consider. The only cost associated with utilizing
the sun’s power is that of the capital expenditure required to install whatever
infrastructure is needed to capture the sun’s rays, and convert it to electric power.
With the increased efficiency of that technology over the past several years, solar
power is becoming a much more viable alternative for residential and commercial
installations – and it’s being considered with much greater frequency
as a result.
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Soaking Up Rays
On a Grander Scale
In February 2009, Congress passed the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), which
provided US Treasury Grants for the purposes of
stimulating investments in solar energy for largescale photovoltaic power generation plants, or solar
farms or ranches. This piece of legislation helped
lead to a 30-fold increase in electrical energy
generated by solar power from 2010 to 2015, with
solar farms as large as 550 MW of power being built
or coming online in that timeframe.

Solar power now accounts for upwards of 3% of the
renewable energy generated in the US, and solar
power saw a 20% increase in the percentage of total
power generated for use in the US.
Historically, the power cable used for the collection
system of a solar farm was underground (UD) cable or
bare wire. But on a grander scale, UD circuits suffer
high de-rating from very high soil temperatures and
high soil resistivity, and even small loads require
large conductor sizes due to heat entrapment.
Bare wire circuits, on the other hand, require a lot of
space and are prone to outages in wind conditions.
With limits of only two circuits per pole, multiple
circuits – typical for large solar ranch installations
– take up valuable real estate. Every square foot of

land required for a power line is one square foot less
that could otherwise be used for collector panels.
As a result, another option that has been used with
more and more frequency for solar farms is an aerial
solution – specifically Hendrix Aerial Cable Systems
(ACS) – which has become a much more efficient
and economically viable solution for solar farm or
larger solar ranch applications.

The Ideal Solution
Hendrix ACS was developed by Bill Hendrix in the
1950s. It was designed as a covered conductor that
prevents faults due to contact. The conductors are
used in a spacer cable system and suspended from
a messenger using the Hendrix polyethylene spacers.
It was designed as a covered conductor that allows
for reduced NESC phase spacing because of the
high impulse strength covering that prevents faults

due to contact. The conductors are used in a spacer
cable system and suspended from a messenger
using the Hendrix polyethylene spacers.
Given the messenger cable and the spacers,
Hendrix ACS is much less prone to outages due to
wind conditions, as compared to their bare wire
brethren. The ACS design allows for upwards of
eight to ten circuits per pole – a huge advantage
when real estate is at a premium for soaking up the
sun. Hendrix ACS also provides increased voltage
regulation – as much as 20% better than bare wire –
providing increased reliability, lower cost, and more
revenue for MW production.
“It’s an ideal solution for solar farm applications,
given the number of circuits necessary to support
the collection system,” says Brian Trager, Director,
Technology and International for Hendrix ACS.
“For years, solar farms were using UD or bare wire
for the collection system. But the economics of it,
on a grander scale, don’t make sense anymore.
Hendrix ACS now has two of the largest solar
projects in the world. Each is 500MW. Hendrix ACS
is becoming the go-to technology that many of
the larger installations – from 150- 550+ MW solar
ranches –are using.”
Typical cable sizes for Hendrix ACS for solar farm
applications are 795, 954, 1033, or 1272 kcmil and
35kV, although ACS conductors are available in 15
to 69kV sizes.
Cable lengths and lead times can be as much or
as little as needed, with Hendrix providing great
flexibility for minimum order quantities (MOQs) and
fairly aggressive lead times (as compared to industry
norms). Hendrix ACS doesn’t require expensive
trenches or duct work, and the compact nature of
the spacer system allows for underbuilds on the
poles that traditional aerial solutions wouldn’t be
able to accommodate. Continues Trager, “Hendrix
ACS is a great solution that has found a place in the
solar industry. We’re really second to none.”

